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50 Images | Includes FREE Digital Version Adult coloring books by Jade Summer are the perfect

way toÃ‚Â relieve stress,Ã‚Â aid relaxation, and discover your inner-artist.Ã‚Â Every coloring page

will transport you into aÃ‚Â world of your ownÃ‚Â where your responsibilities will seem to fade

awayÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ AboutÃ‚Â Jade Summer Jade SummerÃ‚Â is a brandÃ‚Â owned byÃ‚Â Fritzen

Publishing LLC.Ã‚Â Our team's mission is toÃ‚Â help people release their

inner-artistÃ‚Â andÃ‚Â enjoy healthier livesÃ‚Â withÃ‚Â reduced stress. Join

OurÃ‚Â CommunityÃ¢â‚¬Â¨View completed coloring pagesÃ‚Â made byÃ‚Â fans across the world

andÃ‚Â share your own creations.Ã‚Â Jade SummerÃ‚Â books are aÃ‚Â gateway to anÃ‚Â active

and friendlyÃ‚Â communityÃ‚Â of fellow colorists. Single-sided Coloring PagesÃ¢â‚¬Â¨Each image

is printed on aÃ‚Â black-backedÃ‚Â page toÃ‚Â reduce bleed-through. Includes FREE Digital

Version As a special bonus, you can download a PDF and print your favorite images to color again.

Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two

copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax... Scroll to the top of the

page and click the buy button.
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UPDATE: I changed my rating from 2 stars to 4. The replacement copy didn't have any of the print

defects the first one had. However, the images are also a lot darker (probably because they weren't

printed when ink was low like the first one), and now I understand some of the other reviewers'



criticism about the images being too dark. I also agree that the paper is very thin. So, it looks like I'll

have to print some of the pages myself anyway.ORIGINAL REVIEW:The images are beautiful, and I

like the fact that they're only printed on one side of the page, but none of that matters when the print

quality is so unacceptably poor. If it was just 1 or 2 pages and/or the defects were very subtle, it

wouldn't be that big of a big deal. However, the majority of the pages have a lot of lines going

across the entire image, and the lines are obvious enough to show up very clearly in the photos

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve attached. This is exactly what my printer does when it's low on ink/and or the

print heads need cleaning. The coloring book does come with access to pdfs of the images, and

thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s awesome as a bonus feature, but if I pay for a book, I shouldn't have to print

any of it myself (not to mention having to buy enough printer ink for all the dark backgrounds). It's

worth noting that none of the other reviewers seem to have had this problem (and I don't see it in

anyone else's photos), so hopefully this is just a fluke. That said, many people buy coloring books

right before going on trips or to give as gifts, in which case it might be worth having a backup if

purchasing this particular item. I do plan on getting another copy, but it might take a while because

the item now requires ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“extra processing timeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• before shipping.

When I do get it, IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll add an update to this review.

I love grayscale coloring and flowers so I bought this book. Disappointed - this book is just not user

friendly to my prisma colored pencils.I finally got it looking better using the Blanc Prisma pencil to

blend. On another I used my prisma colorless blender tool.The paper is a little too thin and

scratches easy. Next I'll try watercolor pencils (but I honestly think the paper is too thin if I wet it) or

markers.Paper too thin for paints.For greyscale coloring I'd stick with Nicole Stocker. Great books

and her website is awesome.

The pictures are absolutely beautiful! There is dark on the back of each page and the paper is nice

and not flimsy. I really love this book! I am going to look for more books by her - the realistic ones. I

don't care for the bad language books.

This is a beautiful coloring book. The grayscale print makes you look like an expert, it adds so much

to the finished product. Really nice seller, too.

Okay but I bought too. Any of these types of books . Find them BORING after the first

few...sorry.Hollis W



Beautiful illustrations to color and large images which make it even better!

too dark canot color. arrieved damaged

This is the worse grayscale book I've ever purchased... it is almost BLACK! How on earth would

someone color OVER this? I can't even color over it with a marker! Horrible. For 6 bucks, it's not

worth the hassle of returning. I can't even donate this... it is useless! Be warned: you get what you

pay for!
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